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On Friday, June 15, 2018 at 1145 hours, I was dispatched to Little York Road at Lambert Ave. in Butler 

Township, Montgomery County, Ohio regarding a injury accident.

Upon arrival, I located a blue 2003 Mercedes Benz SL500 with Ohio license plate HKN2177 with heavy 

right front damage. The vehicle was facing westbound in the northeast bound lane of travel. The 

vehicle was leaking a lot of engine fluids. The vehicle had struck a utility pole that is owned by 

Dayton Power and Light. The utility pole was holding a transformer and the utility pole was broken 

into two pieces. The pole did not fall or any of its components. 

When I walked up to the drivers side door, the driver later identified as Daniel J. Alderson was 

sitting in the drivers seat and was wearing a shoulder and lap seat belt. The steering wheel air bag 

had been deployed and the vehicle's engine was off. There were no passengers inside the vehicle.

Mr. Alderson was alert and trying to talk. His mouth was moving, however I could not hear him 

speaking. Mr. Alderson was moving his arms and hands very slowly. It appeared as if Mr. Alderson was 

having a medical issue that may have contributed to the accident. 

Mr. Alderson was bleeding from his right hand/wrist area. The drivers side windshield was broken and 

there was a cone shaped part of the windshield pushing outward on the drivers side. It appeared as if 

Mr. Alderson had struck the windshield with his head, however I did not see any marks or cuts on his 

head.

Mr. Alderson was removed from the vehicle by Butler Township Medics without having to use mechanical 

means. Mr. Alderson was evaluated by Butler Township Medics and transported to Grandview Hospital by 

medic. I was advised by Butler Medics that is was possible that Mr. Alderson had a medical issue that 

resulted in the accident.

I checked the utility pole for a number tag, however I could not find a tag. I requested to have 

Dayton Power and Light respond for repairs.

While investigating the crash scene, I had various independent witnesses state that Mr. Alderson was 

driving at a high rate of speed right before the accident. There were no other vehicles involved.

I spoke to David Vagedes, an independent witness that witnessed the entire accident. Mr. Vagedes 

stated he was traveling west on Little York Road in the right lane of travel, and when at McSmith Ct. 

he attempted to make a left turn onto McSmith Ct. when he saw Mr. Alderson driving towards him in the 

east bound lane of travel just before the small curve of the roadway at an excessive speed.

Mr. Vagedes stated he stopped from turning to prevent being struck and witnesses Mr. Alderson drive to 

the right of the roadway and into a utility pole. Mr. Vagedes stated he stopped and checked on Mr. 

Alderson and he appeared to be having some kind of medically issue.

Mr. Vagedes completed a witness statement to what he saw. The statement has been attached to this 

report. 

Dayton Power and Light arrived on-scene and evaluated the utility pole. Dayton Power and Light workers 

stated the utility pole does not have an assigned pole number, and they use the location of cross 

streets and addresses to locate the utility pole. The utility pole replacement has been ordered and 

will be installed once the pole arrives.

I completed a vehicle inventory sheet and the vehicle towed to Busy Bee Towing.

Upon completing my investigation, including verbal statements from independent witness, the condition 

I witnessed Mr. Alderson in upon my arrival and the medic staffs opinion, no citation was issued to 
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Mr. Alderson.

Respectfully,

Sergeant Bilbrey
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Dayton Power and Light: DP&L (owner of utility pole)

DPL Inc.

P.O. Box 1247

Dayton, Ohio 45401-1247

Phone: 800-253-5801

DP&L Pole: There is no utility pole number assigned to this utility pole per DP&L. 

I was advised by DP&L that this utility pole is located only by the address/cross streets and not by a 

pole number like other utility poles. 

There is a stamp number on the pole, however the pole number is for pole making/processing and not for 

the location. 

Witness: 

David Vagedes            

7301 McSmith Ct.

Dayton, Ohio 45414   "Statement from Mr. Vagedes has been attached to report".

937-898-4268

Respectfully,

Sergeant Bilbrey
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